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Coleman’s third example of applying Noether’s theorem is with symme-

try under spatial rotation. We consider the Lagrangian

L=
1
2 ∑

r

mrẋxx
r · ẋxxr+ ∑

r>s

V (r,s) (|xxxr−xxxs|) (1)

This describes a system with the usual classical kinetic energy in the first
term and a potential energy V (r,s) that depends only on the distances be-
tween the particles, and not on their absolute positions.

We consider a fixed rotation about an axis eee through an angle λ. In Cole-
man’s example, the axis eee can point in any direction. Working out the details
of such a rotation is a lengthy and rather messy derivation, but the result is
that we can represent such a rotation in matrix form by using the Rodrigues
rotation formula. The derivation of this formula would take us too far afield
from the physics of this example, but if you’re interested, a derivation is
given on the Wikipedia page. The result is as follows.

For a vector xxxr (where r is an index identifying the vector; it’s not a
component of the vector), under rotation it becomes

xxxr→R (λ,eee)xxxr (2)
where the rotation matrix R is given by

R (λ,eee) = I+(sinλ)K+(1− cosλ)K2 (3)
with I being the 3×3 identity matrix, and the matrix K defined by

K ≡

 0 −ez ey
ez 0 −ex
−ey ex 0

 (4)

K2 =

 −e2
y− e2

z eyex ezex
eyex −e2

x− e2
z ezey

ezex ezey −e2
x− e2

y

 (5)
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Written as a vector equation, this is

xxxr→ xxxr cosλ+(eee×xxxr)sinλ+ eee(eee ·xxxr)(1− cosλ) (6)
To apply Noether’s theorem to this symmetry, we need to find

DL=
∂L

∂qa
Dqa+

∂L

∂q̇a
Dq̇a (7)

=
∂L

∂qa
Dqa+paDq̇

a (8)

where

pa ≡
∂L

∂q̇a
(9)

is the momentum conjugate to the coordinate qa, and

Dqa ≡ ∂qa

∂λ

∣∣∣∣
λ=0

(10)

Dq̇a =
d

dt
Dqa (11)

In this example, we can calculate Dqa from 6

Dqa =Dxxxr (12)

=
∂xxxr

∂λ

∣∣∣∣
λ=0

(13)

= −xxxr sinλ+(eee×xxxr)cosλ− eee(eee ·xxxr)sinλ|λ=0 (14)
= eee×xxxr (15)

To calculate DL in 8 we could write out the Lagrangian in terms of the
coordinates of xxxr, as we did in detail for translation symmetry and then cal-
culate all the derivatives. However, it’s easier to use the physical argument
that under a rigid rotation of the coordinate system, none of the particles’
speeds will change, and neither will the distances between the particles.
Thus the Lagrangian 1 will not change under a rotation, so we can assert
that

DL= 0 (16)
This symmetry results in a conservation law if

DL=
dF

dt
(17)
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for some function F (qa, q̇a, t). Since DL= 0, we have

F = 0 (18)
The conserved quantity is Q, defined by

Q= paDq
a−F (19)

so from 19 we can now find the conserved quantity. As Dqa is a vector in
this case (from 15) and pa is also the component of the momentum vector,
we have (with an implied sum over r):

Q= paDq
a = pppr · (eee×xxxr) (20)

From linear algebra, we know that the vectors in a scalar triple product such
as Q can be cyclically permuted, so this is equivalent to

Q= eee · (xxxr×pppr) (21)
= eee ·JJJ (22)

where
JJJ = xxxr×pppr (23)

is the total angular momentum.
As in the translation case, the vector eee is arbitrary, so we have an infinite

number of conservation laws, each stating that the component of JJJ along
eee is conserved. In three dimensions, we can choose eee to be each of the 3
coordinate axes and obtain 3 conservation laws, one for each component of
angular momentum.


